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François Gaudard 

This has been a busy and productive year for François Gaudard. Besides working as a Research 
Associate for the Chicago Demotic Dictionary (see separate report), he devoted part of his free 
time to the Mummy Label Database (see separate report). Gaudard attended the 10th International 
Congress of Demotic Studies, held in Leuven and Brussels from August 26 to 30, 2008, where 
he delivered a paper entitled “An Update Report on P. Berlin 8278 and Its Fragments,” in which 
he presented his latest discoveries. Indeed, this very interesting text gives us an attestation of 
the celebration of the Osirian Khoiak festival in the Fayyum and provides new material for its 
study — including new mythological episodes — expanding our knowledge of Egyptian religion 
during the Ptolemaic period. In the fall of 2008, Gaudard taught an advanced language class: 
Demotic Texts IV, with a focus on funerary, magical, and literary texts. He also wrote two ar-
ticles, namely “Le P. Berlin 8278 et ses fragments: Un ‘nouveau’ texte démotique comprenant 
des noms de lettres,” and, together with Janet H. Johnson, “Six Stone Mummy Labels in the 
Collection of the Oriental Institute Museum.” Both articles are now in press and will be published 
in festschriften honoring European scholars. On April 27, at the Oriental Institute, Gaudard, 
together with Sofía Torallas Tovar and Raquel Martín Hernández, delivered a lecture entitled 
“Introducing the Mummy Label Database,” in which the aims and guidelines of the project were 
presented to the University of Chicago scholarly community. The highlight of Gaudard’s year 
was his identifying a papyrus as a still-unknown Late Ramesside letter. The famous corpus of 
more than sixty hieratic papyri known as Late Ramesside Letters tells us about events that took 
place in the last years of the reign of Ramesses XI (1099–1069 b.c.), when the Theban area was 
under the military control of General Piankh. This manuscript, acquired in the nineteenth century 
and housed in a private collection, has been entrusted to Gaudard for identification and publica-
tion. It consists of a letter sent from Nubia during a military expedition, as is the case with several 
letters in this corpus. The original provenance of this letter is ensured by the mention of the god 
Horus, lord of Kuban. This text also mentions an individual named Payishu[…], who is most 
likely to be identified with Payshuuben, an agent of General Piankh known from other letters. 
Unfortunately, only the left side of the letter is preserved. The preparing of this quite advanced 
text for publication has been delayed by the fact that the verso of the papyrus has been covered 
with “vegetable paper” that hides at least five lines of text and probably cannot be removed now 
without serious damage to the manuscript. The help of a conservator will therefore be required. 
Gaudard is also working on publishing a major copy of The Book of the Dead from the Ptolemaic 
period, a Demotic priestly taxation list, two fragments of The Book of the Dead from the Late 
Period, as well as various mummy labels and Coptic texts.

——————————

McGuire Gibson

McGuire Gibson spent a very productive year that included participation in conferences, work-
shops, and publication projects. He presented a paper in Heidelberg on the Early Dynastic-
Akkadian Transition to a conference on “Mesopotamia East of the Tigris.” He returned to 
Germany to take part in a workshop on third-millennium Mesopotamian pottery held in the town 
of Blaubeuren. He traveled to Cambridge, England, to be the commentator on papers presented 
to Joan Oates as a festschrift. He participated in a conference on Iraq’s 1958 revolution held at 
Williams College, Massachusetts. He also gave a talk at the Naval Academy in Annapolis on 
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Mesopotamia and Iraq. Besides working on the Nippur publications project, he was also engaged 
with Mark Altaweel in a project created by The American Academic Research Institute in Iraq 
(TAARII) that is reconstructing and translating into English archaeological reports by several 
Iraqi colleagues. This project, which has been going on for four years and will continue for one 
more, entails the translating of Arabic manuscripts into English, then editing them and improving 
the illustrations and format for submission to international journals. Each year, the American 
and Iraqi participants meet in Jordan or Turkey to work through and clarify problems. In June of 
2009, the group met in Istanbul because it found out last year that Iraqis could easily gain visas to 
Turkey, while Jordan was becoming difficult. They stayed at a small hotel near the Blue Mosque 
for ten days, finalizing two manuscripts and beginning to work on three new ones. Although up 
to now, the publications in English have been restricted to articles in journals (Iraq, Akkadica), 
at least one book-length monograph will be sent to press in the next year. Currently, one article 
on the site of Tell al-Wilaya has just appeared in Akkadica, and another on Tell Abu-Shiija (an-
cient Pashime) will be submitted in a few weeks. Gibson continues to serve as the president of 
TAARII and as a board member of the Council of American Overseas Research Centers, and the 
American Institute for Yemeni Studies.

——————————

Petra M. Goedegebuure

In her study of the languages of Anatolia, Petra M. Goedegebuure combines philology and 
the cultural background of texts with language typology and functional grammar. In doing so 
she hopes to achieve two main goals. The first is to describe Hittite on the level of pragmatics 
(how language is used in an interactive setting, as opposed to the study of meaning or form). 
Her second goal is to develop methods for applying modern linguistics to dead languages. Even 
though modern linguistic approaches are used in Hittitology, they are never tested for their valid-
ity. This has led to the problem of linguists rejecting dead languages as an object of study and 
of philologists rejecting linguistics as a means of study.

In the keynote paper ‘“Focus in Hittite and the Stressed Pronoun apa-: In Search of a Method” 
(in Pragmatische Kategorien: Form, Funktion und Diachronie; Akten der Arbeitstagung der 
Indogermanischen Gesellschaft 24.–26. September 2007, in Marburg, edited by E. Rieken and 
P. Widmer, pp. 93–112 [Wiesbaden, 2009]), Petra provides a framework for how to use modern 
linguistic theories on pragmatics for the description and better understanding of extinct languag-
es. She concludes that general linguistic theories can be fruitfully used for the pragmatic study 
of extinct languages if one uses an onomasiological approach, mapping forms on well-defined 
functions, instead of the reverse, which tries to determine the meaning of forms.

This approach is also exemplified in a soon-to-be-published article on Hittite question words 
(“Focus Structure and Q-word Questions in Hittite” [Linguistics 47/4 (2009): 945–69]). Although 
the current opinion is that Hittite question words typically occur in clause-initial position, it turns 
out Hittite question words can occur anywhere in the clause, depending on the communicative 
intent of the speaker.

The field of deixis, more specifically the use of Hittite and Luwian demonstratives, is explored 
in the forthcoming monograph Reference, Deixis and Focus in Hittite: The Demonstratives ka- 
“this,” apa- “that” and asi “yon,” and in “The Luwian Demonstratives of Place and Manner,” 
in a festschrift for a colleague. As a result of the latter study Petra was able to oust one alleged 
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